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By Wilfred M. McClay

The University of North Carolina Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 380 pages.
Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.2in. x 1.1in.In this provocative book, Wilfred McClay considers the long-
standing tension between individualism and social cohesion in conceptions of American culture.
Exploring ideas of unity and diversity as they have evolved since the Civil War, he illuminates the
historical background to our ongoing search for social connectedness and sources of authority in a
society increasingly dominated by the premises of individualism. McClay borrows D. H. Lawrences
term masterless men--extending its meaning to women as well--and argues that it is expressive of
both the promise and the peril inherent in the modern American social order. Drawing upon a wide
range of disciplines--including literature, sociology, political science, philosophy, psychology, and
feminist theory--McClay identifies a competition between visions of dispersion on the one hand and
coalescence on the other as modes of social organization. In addition, he employs intellectual
biography to illuminate the intersection of these ideas with the personal experiences of the thinkers
articulating them and shows how these shifting visions are manifestations of a more general
ambivalence about the process of national integration and centralization that has characterized
modern American economic, political, and cultural...
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Absolutely essential go through publication. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .

I actually began reading this article pdf. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what
catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Ena  K lein MD-- Ena  K lein MD
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